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PreFit initiative will help you stop juggling too many things in an unrealistic manner and in 
place provide you with a well-organized timetable that covers every aspect of the syllabus. 

We will provide a micro schedule broken into monthly, weekly and daily targets. Rather than 
self-validating your understanding of a specific syllabus area, PreFit ensures that you are 
tested based on your ability to comprehend what you have read through solving the 
question. 

These tests  not only test you against what you have read, but it also measures your peer 
performance by comparing your score amongst other UPSC aspirants at pan India level.

Why should you 
join PreFit ?

Does PreFit include 
CSAT ?
Don't let CSAT spoil your chances at prelims, PreFit includes a 50 question CSAT test every 
week.  The CSAT syllabus is integrated into the PreFit schedule by including specific CSAT 
tests every Saturday. This ensures that you are in sync with the CSAT component in 
proportion to the weightage allocated to it in the original prelims exam.

How Does PreFit cover 
current affairs?
PreFit divides current affairs of the past one year into monthly/ weekly and daily targets 
covered across multiple tests. This enables you to get a more systematic and concerted 
hold over the current affairs by covering it through both daily and revision tests.  It also 
ensures that you get  enough time after PreFit (Last 60 days before final prelims exam)  for 
revising all your standard books, solution keys and your personal notes without 
disproportionate effort and time invested on last-minute compilations.



QUALITY OF QUESTIONS: What matters for a serious aspirant is the quality of 
questions he solves and not the quantity. As you know  Shankar IAS through its 
pre-storming program has set a standard in the quality of questions, that is 
also reflected in the actual UPSC examination.

PAN INDIA COMPETITION: These tests  not only test you against what you have 
read, but it also measures your peer performance by comparing your score 
amongst other UPSC aspirants at pan India level. Shankar IAS is the only 
institute that has a presence across various key centres of UPSC preparation. 

SHANKARIAS’S PROPRIETARY ANALYTICS: PreFit is backed by Shankarias’s 
proprietary analytics which provides you with a detailed analysis of each of your 
tests. We provide analytics on overall performance, relative performance,   
Performance by Subject, Areas to focus,  Skipped or Incorrect questions Analysis, A 
difficulty level analysis based on exam performance, Questions attempted and 
average time spent on such questions etc.

Why Should you Choose Shankar IAS ?
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How Does 
PreFit Work?

An Entrance examination will be conducted on 20th February 2022,
offline - 2:30 pm to 4:30 pm  at all our SIA centres 

All topics included in UPSC prelims syllabus will be part of this test.

The entrance examination will be conducted only in offline

The entrance test will include 60 GS and 40 CSAT questions.

Students who secure top 100 ranks will be eligible for PreFit Prime, who 
will have a subsidised fees structure of `900/month (incl. GST).

Students unable to secure a top 100 rank will have a fees of ̀ 1800/month  
(incl. GST).

Subsequent months of access to PreFit Prime will be subject to securing 
a position in the top 100 in the previous month.
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SHANKAR IAS PREFIT QUESTIONS

Reflections CSE 2021

Q. Consider the following statements:

1. In the tropical zone, the western sections of the 
oceans are warmer than the eastern sections 
owing to the influence of trade winds.
2. In the temperate zone, westerlies make the 
eastern sections of oceans warmer than the 
western sections.
Which of the statements given above is/are 
correct?

a) 1 Only
b) 2 Only
c) Both 1 and 2
d) Neither 1 nor 2

Q. Consider the following statements:

1. The Global Ocean Commission grants licences 
for seabed exploration and mining in interna-
tional waters.
2. India has received licences for seabed mineral 
exploration in international waters.
1. ‘Rare earth minerals’ are present on seafloor in 
international waters.

Q. Which of the statements given above are 
correct?

a) 1 and 2 Only
b) 2 and 3 Only
c)  1 and 3 Only
d)  1, 2 and 3

Q. Consider the following rivers:
1. Brahamani
2. Nagalwali
3. Subarnarekha
4. Vamsadhara

Q. Which of the above rise from the Eastern 
Ghats?

a) 1 and 2
b) 2 and 3
c) 3 and 4
d) 1 and 3

Q. If India wants to mine high seas in
international waters, it should approach which 
of the following organizations?
a) The International Tribunal for the Law of the 
Sea
b)  International Maritime Organization.
c) International Seabed Authority
d) No need to approach any organization 
because it is international waters and all
countries have a right to use them as they saw fit.
(TEST 52, Q 38 – DIRECT)

Q. Which of the following rivers is flowing in the 
state of Odisha?
1. Brahmani River
2. Baitarani River
3. Damodar River
4. Vamsadhara River

Q. Which of the following rivers is flowing in the 
state of Odisha?
a) 1, 2 and 3 only
b) 1, 2 and 4 only
c) 1, 3 and 4 only
d) 2, 3 and 4 only
(TEST 32, Q 17 – DIRECT)

Q. Consider the following

1.  Rate of insolation
2. Unequal distribution of land and water
3. Prevailing Wind
4. Ocean Currents

Which of the above-mentioned factors is/are 
responsible for affecting the temperature 
distribution of Ocean Water?
a) 2, 3 and 4 only
b) 1 and 4 only
c) 3 and 4 only
d) 1, 2, 3 and 4
(TEST 32, Q 17 – DIRECT)

UPSC QUESTION CSE 2021
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In case of which one of the following biogeo-
chemical cycles, the weathering of rocks is the 
main source of release of nutrient to enter the 
cycle?

a) carbon cycle
b) Nitrogen cycle
c) Phosphorus Cycle
d) Sulphur Cycle

What is the position of the Right to Property 
in India?
a) Legal right available to citizens only
b) Legal right available to any person
c) Fundamental Right available to citizens only
d) Neither Fundamental Right nor legal right

Constitutional government means

a) a representative government of a nation with 
federal structure
b)  a government whose Head enjoys nominal 
powers
c) a government whose Head enjoys real powers
d) a government limited by the terms of the 
constitution

The money multiplier in an economy 
increases with which one of the following?

a)  Increase in the Cash Reserve Ratio in the 
banks
b) Increase in the Statutory Liquidity Ratio in the 
banks
c) Increase in the banking habit of the people
d) Increase in the population of the country

Which one of the following statements is 
correct?
The money multiplier in an economy increases 
with
(a) Improvement in banking habit of the popu-
lation
(b) increase in statutory liquidity ratio
(c) increase in the cash reserve ratio
(d) increase in the population of the country
(TEST 39, Q 22 – DIRECT)

Which one of the following freedoms is not 
guaranteed by the Constitution of India?

a) Freedom to own, acquire and dispose of 
property
b) Freedom to move freely throughout the 
country
c) Freedom to assemble peaceably and without 
arms
d) Freedom to practice any trade or profession
(TEST 2, Q 20 – DIRECT)

A constitutional government by definition is a
(a) government by legislature
(b) popular government
(c) multi – party government
(d) limited government
(TEST 1, Q 35 – DIRECT)

Which of the following is/are considered as 
a sedimentary nutrient cycle?

1.  Nitrogen cycle
2. Phosphorus cycle
3. Sulphur Cycle
4. Ocean Currents

Select the correct answer using the codes given 
below:
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 2 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3
(TEST 46, Q 20 – DIRECT)

In case of which one of the following biogeo-
chemical cycles, the weathering of rocks is the 
main source of release of nutrient to enter the 
cycle?

a) carbon cycle
b) Nitrogen cycle
c) Phosphorus Cycle
d) Sulphur Cycle

What is the position of the Right to Property 
in India?
a) Legal right available to citizens only
b) Legal right available to any person
c) Fundamental Right available to citizens only
d) Neither Fundamental Right nor legal right

Constitutional government means

a) a representative government of a nation with 
federal structure
b)  a government whose Head enjoys nominal 
powers
c) a government whose Head enjoys real powers
d) a government limited by the terms of the 
constitution

The money multiplier in an economy 
increases with which one of the following?

a)  Increase in the Cash Reserve Ratio in the 
banks
b) Increase in the Statutory Liquidity Ratio in the 
banks
c) Increase in the banking habit of the people
d) Increase in the population of the country

Which one of the following statements is 
correct?
The money multiplier in an economy increases 
with
(a) Improvement in banking habit of the popu-
lation
(b) increase in statutory liquidity ratio
(c) increase in the cash reserve ratio
(d) increase in the population of the country
(TEST 39, Q 22 – DIRECT)

Which one of the following freedoms is not 
guaranteed by the Constitution of India?

a) Freedom to own, acquire and dispose of 
property
b) Freedom to move freely throughout the 
country
c) Freedom to assemble peaceably and without 
arms
d) Freedom to practice any trade or profession
(TEST 2, Q 20 – DIRECT)

A constitutional government by definition is a
(a) government by legislature
(b) popular government
(c) multi – party government
(d) limited government
(TEST 1, Q 35 – DIRECT)

Which of the following is/are considered as 
a sedimentary nutrient cycle?

1.  Nitrogen cycle
2. Phosphorus cycle
3. Sulphur Cycle
4. Ocean Currents

Select the correct answer using the codes given 
below:
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 2 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3
(TEST 46, Q 20 – DIRECT)

In case of which one of the following biogeo-
chemical cycles, the weathering of rocks is the 
main source of release of nutrient to enter the 
cycle?

a) carbon cycle
b) Nitrogen cycle
c) Phosphorus Cycle
d) Sulphur Cycle

What is the position of the Right to Property 
in India?
a) Legal right available to citizens only
b) Legal right available to any person
c) Fundamental Right available to citizens only
d) Neither Fundamental Right nor legal right

Constitutional government means

a) a representative government of a nation with 
federal structure
b)  a government whose Head enjoys nominal 
powers
c) a government whose Head enjoys real powers
d) a government limited by the terms of the 
constitution

The money multiplier in an economy 
increases with which one of the following?

a)  Increase in the Cash Reserve Ratio in the 
banks
b) Increase in the Statutory Liquidity Ratio in the 
banks
c) Increase in the banking habit of the people
d) Increase in the population of the country

Which one of the following statements is 
correct?
The money multiplier in an economy increases 
with
(a) Improvement in banking habit of the popu-
lation
(b) increase in statutory liquidity ratio
(c) increase in the cash reserve ratio
(d) increase in the population of the country
(TEST 39, Q 22 – DIRECT)

Which one of the following freedoms is not 
guaranteed by the Constitution of India?

a) Freedom to own, acquire and dispose of 
property
b) Freedom to move freely throughout the 
country
c) Freedom to assemble peaceably and without 
arms
d) Freedom to practice any trade or profession
(TEST 2, Q 20 – DIRECT)

A constitutional government by definition is a
(a) government by legislature
(b) popular government
(c) multi – party government
(d) limited government
(TEST 1, Q 35 – DIRECT)

Which of the following is/are considered as 
a sedimentary nutrient cycle?

1.  Nitrogen cycle
2. Phosphorus cycle
3. Sulphur Cycle
4. Ocean Currents

Select the correct answer using the codes given 
below:
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 2 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3
(TEST 46, Q 20 – DIRECT)

Q. In case of which one of the following biogeo-
chemical cycles, the weathering of rocks is the 
main source of release of nutrient to enter the 
cycle?

a) carbon cycle
b) Nitrogen cycle
c) Phosphorus Cycle
d) Sulphur Cycle

Q. What is the position of the Right to
Property in India?
a) Legal right available to citizens only
b) Legal right available to any person
c) Fundamental Right available to citizens only
d) Neither Fundamental Right nor legal right

Q. Constitutional government means

a) A representative government of a nation with 
federal structure
b)  A government whose Head enjoys nominal 
powers
c) A government whose Head enjoys real powers
d) A government limited by the terms of the 
constitution

Q. The money multiplier in an economy 
increases with which one of the following?

a)  Increase in the Cash Reserve Ratio in the 
banks
b) Increase in the Statutory Liquidity Ratio in the 
banks
c) Increase in the banking habit of the people
d) Increase in the population of the country

Q. Which one of the following statements is 
correct?
The money multiplier in an economy increases 
with
(a) Improvement in banking habit of the
population
(b) Increase in statutory liquidity ratio
(c) Increase in the cash reserve ratio
(d) Increase in the population of the country
(TEST 39, Q 22 – DIRECT)

Q. Which one of the following freedoms is not 
guaranteed by the Constitution of India?

a) Freedom to own, acquire and dispose of 
property
b) Freedom to move freely throughout the 
country
c) Freedom to assemble peaceably and without 
arms
d) Freedom to practice any trade or profession
(TEST 2, Q 20 – DIRECT)

Q. A constitutional government by definition is a
(a) Government by legislature
(b) Popular government
(c) Multi – party government
(d) Limited government
(TEST 1, Q 35 – DIRECT)

Q. Which of the following is/are considered 
as a sedimentary nutrient cycle?

1.  Nitrogen cycle
2. Phosphorus cycle
3. Sulphur Cycle
4. Ocean Currents

Select the correct answer using the codes given 
below:
a) 1 only
b) 1 and 2 only
c) 2 and 3 only
d) 1, 2 and 3
(TEST 46, Q 20 – DIRECT)
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*Automatic test submission will be done done at 09.30 am for half test and 10.00 am for full test.*

Service

Schedule 2 months detailed schedule covering micro and macro target

solution Access to detailed solution key in PDF Format upon completion
of each test

Discussion

Leaderboard

Access to detailed recorded online discussion upon completion
of each test

Daily & monthly leaderboard to know where you stand

Analysis Shankar IAS proprietary test analytics to assess your performance

Test Plan

5 weekly half tests from monday to friday, 1 weekly half test to
cover CSAT, 1 full revision test covering complete syllabus upon
subject completion, 3 GS & CSAT mock tests after completion
of syllabus

 Timelines

What do you get when you enroll in
the prefit program?

1

2

3

Link to access your test online - https://shankariasacademy.quizky.com/

TEST TIMINGS:

Unique ID, provided after admission will be your preset username and
password for the QUIZKY test portal

Batch

PreFit
online

Half test
Full test

07-09 AM Any 1 hour
Any 2 hour

1 hour

2 hours 

07-10 AM

07-08 AM

07-09 AM

Half test

Full test

PreFit
offline

Test Time Duration



Solve 3000+ Questions in 60 days

*PreFit Prime: Students who secure top 100 ranks in the entrance exam Conducted on 20th Feb 2022.  PreFit Prime
for subsequent months will be decided on the basis of securing top 100 rank based on aggregate performance of
the previous month.

PreFit 
Plan Summary

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Ancient + 
Medieval+ Art and Culture 

History - 
Modern India

Geography

Economics

Environment 

International 
Relations + S and T

CSAT Full syllabus

CSAT Full syllabus

CSAT Full syllabus

GS Full syllabus

GS Full syllabus

GS Full syllabus

CSAT

TIMELINE DAYS SUBJECT TESTS QNS

Every Saturday from
FEB 28th - MAY 1st

Polity

7 Half test + 1 Full

5 Half test + 1 Full Test

8 Half Test + 1 Full Test

5 Half Test + 1 Full Test

3 Half Test + 1 Full Test

4 Half Test + 1 Full Test

8 Half Test

All India Mock Test

All India Mock Test

All India Mock Test

All India Mock Test

All India Mock Test

All India Mock Test

8 half test + 1 Full Test 500

450

350

500

350

250

300

400

100

80

100

80

100

80

9 May 15th, 2022

PREFIT PRIME RS. 900 PER MONTH (INCL. GST) FOR PREFIT PRIME CANDIDATES

RS. 1800 PER MONTH (INCL. GST) FOR PREFIT CANDIDATESPREFIT

STUDENT FEES STRUCTURE

May 15th, 202210

09

08

06

09

06

04

05

08

May 22nd, 202211

May 22nd, 202212

May 29th 202213

May 29th 202214

REVISION AND CONSOLIDATION BREAK (45 DAYS)
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FEB 28th - MAR 10th

MAR 11th - MAR 22nd

MAR 23rd - MAR 30th

MAR 31ST- APR 12th

APR 13th - APR 20th 

APR 21st - APR 26th

APR 27th - MAY 1st



What makes
Shankar IAS Academy
India’s best IAS training
academy ?

Consistent
Progress!

#indiasbestIASacademy

2018 2019 2020

126 Ranks

201 Ranks

363 Ranks

Call : 87927 39577

Anna Nagar | Adyar | Delhi | Bengaluru | Trivandrum |
Salem | Madurai | Trichy | Coimbatore. 

No.790, 2nd Floor, Cross Cut Road, Gandhipuram (Next to Josco Jewellers),
Coimbatore – 641009.

shankariasacademy.com
iasparliament.com

Coimbatore


